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First of all, the ideal person is virtuous and free from anxieties. Words: - Pages: 9 Confucius The third
responsibility was husband and wife, which meant that they must care for one another. If there was a dance
dedicated to Confucius, it would be meditation. We can He stressed filial piety, which is still exemplified in
Chinese culture today. What evidence does he give to show that his views about human nature are correct?
Suffering is considered as an element of abnormality because it results to defining abnormality as bearing
pain. Other texts that have the same effect as the Quran are religious materials such as the bible. It is also
evident in some cases that such donors donate blood only for money. From the Zhou Dynasty to the
renaissance of the philosophical ideas of Confucius to the twentieth century occupation by the Empire of
Japan, China has a long history of social Leadership Theory Essay words - 2 pages for what he is. It includes
all the thoughts, feelings and beliefs. Confucianism[ edit ] In Confucianism , the ideal personality is the sheng,
translated as sage. The novel is almost an autobiographical novel for Charles Dickens since many of his early
life's experiences are echoed in the novel. Words: - Pages: 4 Confucius Thus at all levels filial piety promotes
harmony and the junzi acts as a beacon for this piety. His teachings have been studied throughout the centuries
and has helped educate and guide people through life, even after his death Chiang,  Li plainly means
practicing good manners. But a person who always help and support me is my father. Third of all, he is bold
and fearless. He is a person who is honest and reliable. Chinese history starts with the Shang dynasty. Thus,
there is growth of a feudal system where each vassal was free to rule his own territory as he pleased, as long as
he did not disturb the peace of the realm. Confucius is the The invaders pushed their conquest to cover a
considerable portion of North China, but it was impossible for them to administer the territory as a strongly
centralized state. Entrepreneurship refers to the process by which some new service or product is being created
with taking risks. Confucius invested the term with an ethical significance while maintaining its connotation of
noble refinement. One should be loyal to everyone. Confucius believed that the ideal person should follow
five basic concepts or virtues. Along with interaction with others, there were Five Great Relationships to guide
one on how to interact with others. The petty person is egotistic and does not consider the consequences of his
actions. Therefore, he lived his entire life trying to teach the younger generation the correct way to treat one
another and showed them the true reward of being a gentle and thoughtful person.


